
 NEW EVEREST



Rise above the challenge
Unexpected obstacles inevitably feature in any 
exciting off-road adventure. That’s why Everest is 
built to wade deeper than any SUV in its class, up to 
800mm~. Combine this with an impressive 225mm 
ground clearance and you’ll stay on top of things.

Electronically Adapt To Any Terrain
Everest’s innovative Terrain Management System 
(TMS) helps you tackle any surface, on-road 
or off, at the turn of a dial. Simply engage your 
preferred setting to optimise traction and stability 
for maximum grip and control. Sand, snow/mud/
grass  or rock – whatever is in front of you, Everest 
will take it on.

Descend with Confidence
When descending a difficult gradient, activate 
Everest’s Hill Descent Control system that 
automatically brakes the vehicle to take you 
downhill at a controlled and steady pace. This lets 
you concentrate on placing your Everest exactly 
where you want it.

Spontaneous off-roading encouraged
When you get that urge for off-roading just select 
the low-range setting and you’re ready to go. With 
technologies like Electronic Locking Rear Differential 
and Active Transfer Case you can enjoy ultimate grip 
and traction as well as full engine torque on both 
rear wheels, even if one wheel is off the ground.

The Everest consumer brochure contains images of the overseas Everest model.  
Some differences between the Australian and overseas model may exist.  
~Maintaining a steady speed of not more than 7km/hr.

Ford Everest begins where the road ends.
Beyond the road is where you find some of Australia’s most extraordinary destinations.

Everest is built to help you discover them all.

Go on, take it with you
With a commanding 3,000kg‡ capacity, you can tow 
your boat or even your accommodation, anywhere 
the road leads you.

It’s athletic on the road too
Everest may be a serious off-road SUV, but its  
handling and stability on the open road is pure  
driving pleasure. Unlike rigid systems, the Everest’s 
superior Watt’s Linkage Suspension delivers 
superior stability and handling, along with 
maximum comfort.

Exceptional control in the curves
Curve Control technology is designed to 
maximise security on winding roads, by 
monitoring and reducing your speed should 
you enter a corner too quickly. Partnered with 
Advanced Traction Control, Dynamic Stability 
Control, and Roll Stability Control systems, 
Everest inspires confidence on the open road. 

A truly capable SUV is powerfully efficient
Ford Everest’s advanced 3.2L Duratorq Diesel delivers 470Nm of pulling power, and up to 1,100km from one tank*. 

*7.0L/100km, ADR 81/02 (extra urban cycle). Actual fuel consumption may vary.
‡ Maximum towing capacity when using a Genuine Ford tow pack. Subject to State and Territory regulations.



¥Subject to State and Territory regulations. ˜Standard on Titanium, optional on Trend model. *Standard on Titanium model. Ŝtandard on Trend and Titanium models.
# Local laws may prohibit some or all of the text messaging functions while driving. Check your local road rules before using these functions.
† Driver-assistance features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s judgment. Uses sensors. Designed to operate at speeds over 65 km/h on multi-lane roads with clearly visible lane markings.
∞ May help avoid or minimise impact of a collision. It is not a substitute for driver alertness. Function may not operate in some driving and road conditions or adverse weather.
° Driver-assistance features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s judgement. Designed to operate at speeds above 10km/hr.

Who said an SUV can’t be city friendly?
Even when parking is tight, Active Park Assist* 
technology can help you find one. Then watch in 
amazement as the wheel turns automatically to 
guide you easily into it. All you have to do is control 
the accelerator and brake. This is innovation at its 
best.

Keep your eyes on the adventure ahead
SYNC™ voice activation system is all ears. Call 
family and friends just by saying their name. Ask 
it to read out incoming texts#. Play your music the 
way you like. You can even stay on track with  
voice-controlled GPS~ navigation through an  
8” colour touch screen. All while your hands stay 
safely on the wheel, and your eyes on whatever lies 
ahead.

BLIS can see what you can’t
Blind Spot Information System*° (BLIS) is 
your second set of eyes. When changing lanes, 
indicator lights in your side mirrors let you know 
if there’s a vehicle in your blind spot. So you can 
see what you can’t see. Cross-traffic Alert also 
notifies you of traffic coming from either direction 
when reversing out of a parking spot or driveway.

It can monitor the road ahead
If you’re distracted, you could unintentionally 
drift into the next lane without indicating. Lane 
Departure Warning^† system uses a forward-facing 
camera to read road markings, so it can sense if 
you've drifted off course. At first it will alert you by 
vibrating the steering wheel, but if you continue 
to drift, Lane Keeping Aid technology can apply 
steering assistance to help guide you back to 
where you should be.

Set your speed, keep your distance
Adaptive Cruise Control with Collision Warning^∞ 
can help you keep your distance from the traffic in 
front. If it senses slow moving traffic, it slows down. 
When the traffic clears it goes back to your pre-set 
speed, or maintains a pre-set distance from the 
car in front. It can even detect the potential for an 
accident to occur and alert you with a brake light 
warning on your windscreen and precharges your 
brakes.

Technology that’s Innovative, Integrated and Intuitive.
Technology is at its best when it enhances an experience. And when it just, works.  

Everest is packed with clever technology just like this. Prepare to be surprised.

ACCESSORIES GUIDE Ambiente Trend Titanium

EXTERIOR

Bonnet Protector - Tinted A A A

Head Lamp Guards A - -

Slimline weathershields (4pcs) A A A

Nudge Bar A A A

Bull Bar - Steel A A A

Snorkel A A A

Tow Pack A A A

Stainless Steel Scu� Plates  
(with Everest logo) A A S

Front skid plate A A A

Rear skid plate A A A

INTERIOR

Driver and Front Passenger Floor Mats Carpet 
(with Everest logo) A S S

2nd Row Floor Carpet Mats A S S

3rd Row Floor Carpet Mats A A A

Cargo Barrier A A A

Cargo cover A A A

Cargo Net A A A

Cargo Liner A A A

S = Standard   A = Accessory that can be added at any time   - = Not Available

Make Everest perfect for you.
Stamp your personality on your new Everest. From increased utility to extra protection from the elements, the choice is yours.

Genuine towing ability
This genuine Ford tow pack has been purpose 
designed for Everest, and rigorously tested to meet 
stringent Ford engineering standards. When fitted, 
Everest has a maximum braked towing  
capacity of 3,000Kg¥.

When form meets function
Designed to stylishly integrate with Everest’s 
front bumper, the nudge bar enhances protection 
against minor impacts to the bumper and radiator.

For when you bring the outdoors in
These plush carpet mats add a stylish touch 
to the Everest interior, and are a perfect fit for 
when you bring the outdoors in.



Convenience and flexibility at your fingertips
Everest can quickly and effortlessly adapt to your needs. Whether it’s people 
or luggage, Everest makes it easy to find some extra space with seven seats as 
standard, plus split-fold 2nd and 3rd rows. Titanium models go even further. With 
the touch of a button you can electrically fold the 3rd row into the floor, or open 
and close the Power Tailgate.

Expand your view of the world
It’s nice when you can appreciate the great outdoors even when indoors. The 
electronic panoramic roof*, taking almost 50% of the space, means you can 
experience nature’s best at the touch of a button.

Travel first class, even in the harshest conditions
As this Everest effortlessly deals with the harsh terrain below, you’re surrounded by luxurious finishes in a cabin flooded with natural light from above.

Overseas model shown. Beige interior will not be available in Australia.

Sunset*

Metropolitan Grey*

Sparkling Gold*

True Red

Black Mica*

Blue Reflex*

Aluminium*

Cool White

*Prestige paint is an option that incurs an additional charge.



This brochure is designed to provide you with a general introduction to the Ford Products (including available optional equipment) referred to, and should be read in conjunction with the latest specification sheet. Because of changes in 
conditions and circumstances Ford* reserves the right, subject to all applicable laws, at any time, at its discretion, and without notice, to discontinue or change the features, designs, materials, colours and other specifications and the prices of its 
products, and to either permanently or temporarily withdraw any such products from the market without incurring any liability to any prospective purchaser or purchasers. The latest specification sheet should be referred to for information on 
the availability, ordering and use of optional equipment. Always consult an authorised Ford Dealer for the latest information with respect to features, specifications, prices, optional equipment and availability before deciding to place an order.
*FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF AUSTRALIA LIMITED. (A.B.N. 30 004 116 223) Registered O�ce: 1735 Sydney Road, Campbellfield, Victoria 3061, Australia. Printed April, 2015. New Everest Brochure. FRD001887. 

Build and Quote

Series Ambiente Trend Titanium

FUEL ECONOMY & EMISSIONS
Fuel Economy (l/100km, combined cycle) 8.5 8.5 8.5
CO2 Emissions (g/km, combined cycle) 224 224 224
ENGINE/TRANSMISSION
3.2L Duratorq Diesel 5-cylinder TDCi S S S
6-speed automatic transmission S S S

Maximum Power Output 143kW  
@ 3000 RPM

143kW  
@ 3000 RPM

143kW  
@ 3000 RPM

Maximum Torque Output
470Nm  

@ 1750-2500 
RPM

470Nm  
@ 1750-2500 

RPM

470Nm  
@ 1750-2500 

RPM
MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum towing capacity - unbraked trailer4 750kg 750kg 750kg

Maximum towing capacity - braked trailer4 3000kg 3000kg 3000kg

4WD S S S

Dynamic Stability Control S S S

Electric Locking Rear di�erential S S S

EVEREST HIGHLIGHTS Ambiente Trend Titanium

SAFETY

Trailer Sway Control S S S

7 Airbags S S S

Emergency Assistance S S S

INTERIOR

Hill Start Assist S S S

Hill Descent Control S S S

SYNC™ 2 voice connectivity system - S S

SYNC™ voice connectivity system S - -

Active noise cancellation S S S

7 Seat capacity S S S

3rd row power fold seats - - S

Satellite navigation - O S

Dual zone climate control - S S

Single zone air conditioning S - -

EVEREST HIGHLIGHTS Ambiente Trend Titanium

INTERIOR
8” touch screen - S S
Panoramic power sunroof - - S
Cruise Control S - -
Adaptive Cruise Control and  
Collision Warning - S S

Blind Spot Information System and  
Cross-Tra¤c Alert - - S

Lane Keeping System - S S
Ambient lighting - - S
Leather wrap steering wheel - S S
Heated front seats - - S
Bluetooth® mobile phone integration1 S S S
iPod Integration2 S S S
USB Integration S S S
Terrain Management System –  
Normal, Snow/Mud/Grass, Sand, Rock S S S

Rear View Camera System S S S
Rear parking sensors S S S
Front parking sensors - S S
Active Park Assist - - S
EXTERIOR
225mm Ground Clearance S S S
800mm Water Wading Ability3  S S S
Auto High Beam Control - S S
High Intensity Discharge headlamps - - S
Daytime running lamps - S S
Side steps - S S
Power Tailgate - S S
Front fog lamps S S S
Rain sensing wipers - S S
Tow Pack O O O
Alloy Wheels 17” 18” 20”

S = Standard   O = Optional
1. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc., and is used under licence. Please refer to ford.com.au for 
mobile phone compatibility. 2. iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc. Please refer to ford.com.au for iPhone compatibility.  
3. Maintaining a steady speed of not more than 7km/hr. 4. Subject to State and Territory regulations.

We are committed to ensuring you have a superior ownership 
experience, because at Ford, we know what service should be.  
Please ask us about the range of Ford Service owner benefits,   
or discover them for yourself at ford.com.au/service.

*Available at participating dealers on scheduled services or overnight warranty repairs. Private and Blue, Silver and Gold Business Fleet customers only. Advanced booking may be required to ensure availability. Fuel costs, tolls, fines and late 
return fees may be payable by the Customer. Excess may be payable in the event of damage. See www.ford.com.au/service/t-and-c for full terms. #Available at participating Ford Dealers on vehicles built from 2007. Customers will pay equal to 
or less than the maximum price as published by Ford for the period of the web quote for standard items in the A and B logbook services. See www.ford.com.au/service/t-and-c for full terms. ~Private and Blue Business Fleet customers only at 
participating Dealers. State Auto Club Roadside Assistance & Membership is provided at no cost with the first seven standard services for 12 months or until your next eligible standard service (whichever occurs first). Standard services include all 
A and B logbook services on vehicles built from 2007. Customers must comply with scheduled servicing intervals to maintain continuity of membership. See www.ford.com.au/service/t-and-c for full terms.

Register to keep up to date with the latest news and o�ers on Everest at Ford.com.au/Everest

~
* #

http://www.ford.com.au/research/build-and-quote

